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Type synthesis of mechanical structure is of great significance to the realization of mechanism target function, systematization,
and stability of mechanical device. The type synthesis method of multilinkage robot has been given high demands with
increasing number of degrees of freedom and high flexibility in special occasions. In order to improve the workspace and
flexibility of mechanism, this paper studies the existing type synthesis theory and proposes a type synthesis method of modular
combination with virtual rotation centers. Firstly, modular units are built. Secondly, modular units are expanded according to
the needed paths. In the end, the expanded modular units are combined to form the kinematic linkages. Based on the
proposed method, the configuration design of the aerial working platform and the self-adaptive levelling platform is completed.
The stabilities of two platforms are checked by modal analysis. The prototype products are manufactured, respectively, for
further verifying validity of the method. The designed aerial working platform with virtual rotation centers can achieve 360°

rotating large workspace, more compact mechanical structure, and short arrival time at the same height than the common
scissor-type and mast-type aerial working platforms. The designed adaptive levelling platform is tested that ensures the
levelling of the upper surface at different inclinations. The method can provide new idea for the mechanism configuration and
expand the application scope of new mechanisms.

1. Introduction

The transmission and transformation of mechanical motion is
the basis of realizing the basic function of mechanical system.
In the whole mechanical system, mechanism is the core of
mechanical system. Mechanism innovation is the core of
mechanical system innovation. The research of mechanism
synthesis is the primary problem in modern mechanical
design [1–4]. Multilinkage robot is a mechanism consisting
of several moving pairs linked together by rigid rods. It is
widely used in chemical, textile, metallurgy, petroleum, medi-
cal, and other fields with high flexibility, good obstacle avoid-
ance performance, better singularity avoidance of mechanism,
and easy to manufacture.

In the type synthesis design of the mechanism, Jia et al.
[5] presented a general synthesis method for metamorphic
mechanisms with scissor-like linkage, which offered more
candidates for designers fabricated metamorphic mecha-
nisms with deployment and grasping mobility. A new type
of grasping submechanisms [6] was designed based on par-
allel mechanisms and metamorphic mechanisms. The work
generated new ideas for synthesizing both single-DOF
(degree of freedom) metamorphic mechanisms and 2-DOF
parallel mechanisms. Wang et al. [7] presented an integrated
method of knee rehabilitation and exoskeleton axis with
automatic alignment. The correctness of motion compensa-
tion was verified by simulation, and the rationality of mech-
anism synthesis was confirmed. Zhang et al. [8] proposed a
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type synthesis method based on single-loop kinematic chain.
Taking rotating pair and moving pair as design units, a kind
of multimode moving mechanism was constructed. The fea-
sibility and practicability of the configuration method were
verified. Li et al. [9] proposed a simple and practical config-
uration method for 2R1T parallel mechanism based on
Grassmann line geometry and mapping method. The synthe-
sized mechanism reduced the singularity configuration,
expanded the effective working space, and improved the
motion performance of the mechanism. Lu et al. [10] studied
the type synthesis of the 5-DOF parallel mechanisms with
different submechanisms by utilizing digital topology graphs.
Equivalent relations and merits were analysed between subpla-
nar and spatial parallel mechanisms of 5-DOF parallel mecha-
nisms. The complicated subparallel mechanisms were replaced
with simple equivalent limbs. Li et al. [11] proposed a
constructing approach for the 3-DOF single-loop parallel leg
mechanism and designed a class of novel 3-DOF single-loop
parallel leg mechanisms for walking robots. The novel leg
mechanisms had larger step length and step height than the
existing leg mechanisms. Zhang et al. [12] proposed a parallel
mechanism type synthesis method with precisely constrained
branches and obtained a variety of high-performance parallel
mechanisms. Meng et al. [13] proposed a type synthesis
method for parallel limbs and verified the method through a
variety of configuration examples. Li et al. [14] proposed a type
synthesis method based on Lie group theory for 3T1R parallel
mechanism and simulated two specific 3T1R mechanisms.
Gao et al. [15] studied the type synthesis method for the under-
actuated parallel mechanism in spherical motion mode. Sun
and Huo [16] proposed a configuration method based on finite
helix theory to solve the problem of motion restriction taking
1T2R parallel mechanism with accompanying motion as an
example. Song et al. [17] proposed a synthesis method for
1T2R parallel mechanism based on the conformal geometric
algebra theory and obtained configuration layout of the limbs
and joints of the robots. Xie et al. [18] designed the configura-
tion of 2T1R parallel manufacturing robot based on motion
and constraint theory. These studies focused on type synthesis
of a certain type of single mechanism, whose generality needed
to be further verified. The configuration methods are not appli-
cable for some specific situations with cumbersome configura-
tion process and poor adaptability.

In order to improve the workspace and the flexibility of
mechanism, this paper studied the type synthesis theory. The
main contributions of this work were summarized as follows:

(1) The type synthesis method of modular combination
with virtual rotation center was proposed. Based on
the proposed method, the configuration design of
the aerial working platform and the self-adaptive
levelling platform was completed

(2) The aerial working platform was modally analysed
and manufactured. It was verified that the designed
aerial working platform with virtual rotation center
achieved 360° rotating large workspace, more com-
pact mechanical structure, and shortened arrival

time at the same height than common scissor-type
and mast-type aerial working platform

(3) The designed adaptive levelling platform was mod-
ally analysed and manufactured. It was tested that
the platform could ensure the levelling of the upper
surface at different inclinations

The rest of this work was organized as follows. The pro-
posed type synthesis method based on the modular combina-
tion with virtual rotation center was introduced in Section 2.
The type synthesis, modal analysis, and performance verifica-
tion of designed aerial working platform based on the proposed
method were described in detail in Section 3. The type synthe-
sis, modal analysis, and performance verification of designed
self-adaptive levelling platform based on the proposed method
were described in detail in Section 4. Finally, the research was
summarized in Section 5.

2. Type Synthesis Based on Modular
Combination with Virtual Rotation Center

2.1. Mechanism with Virtual Rotation Center. Rotation, as
one of the basic motion forms, plays an indispensable role.
Rotational components are connected to other components
by rotation pairs as shown in Figure 1(a). However, there
is a kind of mechanism has no actual rotation pair connect-
ing rotational components as shown in Figures 1(b) and
1(c). The rotation center without actual rotation pairs is
defined as the virtual rotation center (VRC). The mechanism
with virtual rotation center is called VRC mechanism.

Remote center of motion (RCM) [19–24] and remote
center of compliance (RCC) [25, 26] have virtual motion
centers and the basic characteristics, whether the virtual cen-
ter is near or not and the component is rigid or not. The
mechanism with virtual rotation center has the following
advantages compared with traditional mechanism.

(1) The physical rotation center of mechanism is vacant,
which makes complex mechanisms simple and light-
weight. On the premise of realizing the design func-
tion, the rotation center is set as virtual rotation center

(2) Other inevitable motion except functional movement
of the design caused by rotating rigid members is
called parasitic motion shown in Figure 2, also known
as concomitant motion, which is not expected in
design. It is the condition to be satisfied in the design
of nonparasitic motion mechanism whether there is
a fixed rotation center or continuous rotation axis

The rigid bar OA shown in Figure 2 is connected to the
base plate by a rotation pair. When bar OA rotates around
point O, the other end A does an arc with l radius. Point A
does approximately linear motion along x axis when rota-
tion angle is small. Thus, the motion along y axis is parasitic
motion, and its displacement is as follows:

dA = l ⋅ 1 − cos αð Þ, ð1Þ
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where l is the length of bar OA and α is rotation angle. Equa-
tion (1) after Taylor expansion is rewritten as follows:

dA = l ⋅ 1 − 〠
∞
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Equation (2) can also be written as follows:

dA = a2α
2 + a4α

4 + a6α
6+⋯+akαk: ð3Þ

It can be concluded that the distance generated by the
accompanying motion also increases rapidly with the increase

of rotation angle when rotating linkages act as approximate
linear motion. Parasitic motion can be removed with a rela-
tively fixed rotation center.

(3) Compared with the fixed rotation center, the mecha-
nism with virtual rotation center is beneficial to the
design concept of modular regeneration, which can
reduce the control difficulty and increase the reliabil-
ity of the mechanism

(4) Mechanism with virtual rotation center can also
improve the ability of mobile robot to leap over
obstacles [27].

2.2. Type Synthesis Based on Modular Combination Theory.
Type synthesis of mechanical structure is a qualitative form.
The main task is to find possible solutions to resolve prob-
lems in the absence of exact algorithms, which can not only
expand the scope of selection but also help to select a more
appropriate or simple linkage.

At present, there are three theoretical systems for mech-
anism type synthesis research: the method based on screw
theory, the displacement subgroup/submanifold method
based on lie group lie algebra, and single-opened-chain
method based on topology theory. Yang et al. [28] provided
a systematic analysis and summary of the three methods.
The relationship between three type synthesis methods is
shown in Figure 3.

Module combination theory is widely used in mechani-
cal engineering, chemical product synthesis, architectural
design, and other fields. Module combination theory is used
in type synthesis to find solutions and meet the design
requirements.

2.2.1. Modular Unit Building.Modular units are divided into
basic and combined types. The basic modular units include

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Rotation center and virtual rotation center.
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Figure 2: Parasitic motion of rigid link.
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classes I, II, and III motion pairs. As shown in Figure 4(a),
class I motion pairs include rotation pair, moving pair, and
screw pair, which are represented by R, P, and H, respectively.
Class II motion pairs shown in Figure 4(b) include ball stud
pair and cylindrical pair, which are represented by U and C,
respectively. Class III motion pairs shown in Figure 4(c)
include plane pair and ball pair, which are represented by E
and S, respectively. Most basic units are common modules,
and combined module is composed of basic modular units.

2.2.2. Path Combination. Inspired by the mathematical
model in the process of gene transcription and the applica-
tion of multigene pathways in product synthesis, the modu-
lar units can be expanded according to the following paths:

(a) Converse path

Under the premise of meeting the required degree of
freedom, the basic or combined modular units are directly
converted to obtain the required motion chain.

(b) Expand path

Under the premise of meeting the required degree of
freedom, the basic or combined modular units are directly
expanded to obtain the required motion chain.

(c) Connect path in series

Under the premise of meeting the required degree of
freedom, the modular units are connected in series to obtain
the required motion chain.

(d) Connect path in parallel

Under the premise of meeting the required degree of
freedom, the modular units are connected in parallel to
obtain the required motion chain.

(e) Connect path in series-parallel

Under the premise of meeting the required degree of
freedom, the modular units are connected in series-parallel
to obtain the required motion chain.

Spinor method Displacement
sub group method

Single-opened
method

Chain

Mutual mapping Mechanical elements Mathematical 

Tools
Mechanism

Figure 3: Relationship between three type synthesis methods.
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Figure 4: Basic modular units.
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Figure 5: Parallel four-bar VRC mechanism.
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2.2.3. Modular Combination. Based on the dual rule between
motion and constraint proposed by Blanding [28], the suit-
able path for specific design requirements is selected. Then,
the modular units are combined to form a motion chain,
and finally, the synthesis is completed.

It should be noted that the steps of modular unit building,
path combination, and modular combination are not invari-
able. In the real configuration, the sequence may be changed,
and several steps may be carried out simultaneously. For the
selection of combination paths, one or several paths can be
used at the same time.

2.3. VRC Modular Unit and Type Synthesis

2.3.1. VRC Modular Unit. The basis of VRC modular unit is
parallel four-bar mechanism shown in Figure 5. The end actu-
ator mechanism rotates around the virtual center. Point E on
the output component of the mechanism moves circularly
around the fixed point O. There is no actual rotational pair
at point O actually, and point E and point O have only virtual
constraints. Also, it can be seen that the components can be
curved members according to the design requirements.

2.3.2. Expansion of VRC Modular Unit. The expansion type
synthesis of single modular unit is shown in Figure 6. The
rotation point E of the VRC modular unit is connected with
the virtual motion center (point O) by a linkage EO, and the
two ends of the linkage are connected by rotation pair. Then,
linkage E′D′ is put between EO and AD. Finally, the rotation
pair at point O is removed to form a new VRC mechanism.

2.3.3. Combination of VRC Modular Units. The combination
of VRC modular units is shown in Figure 7. The driving

linkages BC and B′C′ are collinear, the linkages AD and A
′D′ are collinear, and the virtual center is point O, and then,
two identical modular units are combined into a VRC mech-
anism. Of course, different modular units can also be com-
bined into VRC mechanism.

2.3.4. Expansion of Multi-VRC Modular Units. Expansion of
multi-VRC modular units is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8(a) is
the basic configuration of parallel four-bar VRC mechanism.
Four forms of VRC mechanisms shown in Figures 8(b)–8(e)
can be obtained through modular expansion. If the position
of the fixed end is changed, three forms of VRC mechanisms
shown in Figures 8(f)–8(h) can be obtained. In addition, it
can adapt to the design requirements of different occasions that
change the bending shape of the linkage and flexibly arrange
the virtual motion center of the VRC mechanism.

3. Type Synthesis of Aerial Working Platform

Scholars have studied a series of devices for aerial working.
The established aerial working platforms are divided into
scissors lifting type [29, 30], mast type [31], telescopic arm
type [32–34], and mechanical arm type [35–37]. The
mechanical arm type among them has attracted more and
more attention due to its wide workspace and strong opera-
bility. Combination with folding and telescopic [38], multi-
arm coordination [31, 39], or the combination with screw
lifting mechanism [40] further improves the application of
mechanical arm devices. However, the lifting and workspace
of the manipulator device are directly related to the length
and degree of freedom of the manipulator. The more the
degree of freedom is, the more the manipulator

O A B
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O A B

CDE

O A B

CDE

E' D'

A B

CDE
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O

Figure 6: Expansion of VRC modular unit.
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Figure 7: Combination of VRC modular units.
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Figure 8: Expansion of multi-VRC modular units.
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Figure 9: Subkinematic linkage units of series robot.
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configuration is, and the corresponding hardware cost will
also increase. In order to improve the compactness and flex-
ibility of the mechanism, expand the working space under
the premise of minimizing the degree of freedom, and while
ensuring load balance and smooth operation, the aerial
working platform is designed as serial robotic arm based
on the modular combination type synthesis with VRC.

3.1. Type Synthesis of Series Robot

3.1.1. Subkinematic Linkage Unit. It is the basis of linkage con-
figuration that multiple kinematic pairs are combined by
single-open chain to form subkinematic linkage module. The
common subkinematic linkage units shown in Figure 9
include spherical subkinematic linkage units (Figure 9(a)),
plane subkinematic linkage units (Figure 9(b)), and transla-
tional subkinematic linkage units (Figure 9(c)).

3.1.2. Combination of Kinematic Units. The kinematic units
are combined to generate a new kinematic linkage based
on the characteristics of moving pairs’ free combination.
As shown in Figure 10, the kinematic linkage shown in (b)
is obtained by moving kinematic pair P in (a) to the kine-
matic linkage (RRR)s.

Multiple kinematic linkages were obtained by combining
the common kinematic pairs with different DOF, which is
shown in Figure 11. (a) is RR(RRR)S kinematic linkage. (b) is

PR(RRR)S kinematic linkage. (c) is PP(RRR)S kinematic link-
age. It can be seen that the kinematic linkages of various
configurations can be obtained by modular combination of
kinematic units.

3.1.3. Configuration under Multi-DOF. The common config-
urations of series robots under 4-DOF, 5-DOF, and 6-DOF
are shown in Figure 12. The kinematic units contain the sub-
kinematic linkage (RRR)S.

3.2. Type Synthesis of Aerial Working Platform Based on the
Series Robot. The VRC, which can make the mechanism high
safety, simple structure, and lightweight, is introduced to
ensure that the vertical direction of the passenger car remained
unchanged. The configuration modular unit is constructed
shown in Figure 13. (a) is the basis of the VRC mechanism.
(b) is the parallelogram linkage mechanism to ensure the
reliability of the passenger car. (c) is the basic unit simulation
diagram of aerial working platform configuration.

In order to improve the working efficiency of aerial
working platform in the lifting process and expand platform
workspace, the aerial working platform serializes several
basic or combined modular units to obtain the required
kinematic linkage.

The rotation pair was added to the base part to consider
the large-scale motion of the passenger car in three-
dimensional space.

(a) (b)

Figure 10: Kinematic units by moving kinematic pair.
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Combining the modular unit shown in Figure 13 with 3R
subkinematic linkage, the modular combination configura-
tion of aerial working platform was built. The product pro-
totype is shown in Figure 14. The designed aerial working
platform adopted folding arm structure. The working device
with 360° full rotary was hydraulically driven. In order to
realize the good stability and sufficient power in the opera-

tion of applied engineering machinery, the linkage lifting
mechanism adopted PLC to control hydraulic driving. The
working arm was composed of three section folding arms,
which were folded and closed in not-working condition
and was extended by hydraulic device when working. The
maximum working height of the platform is 7m, the maxi-
mum working radius is 3m, and the maximum load is

R (RRR)s R (RRR)s
(RRR) sR (RRR) sP

4DOF

5DOF

RR (RRR)s PR (RRR)s RRR (RRR)s
PPP (RRR)s

Figure 12: Configuration under multi-DOF.

(a) RR(RRR)S (b) PR(RRR)S (c) PP(RRR)S

Figure 11: Kinematic units by combining with rotation pairs and moving pairs.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 13: Configuration modular unit of aerial working platform.

Figure 14: Prototype of aerial working platform.
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(a) Modal clouds of the No. 1 posture
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Figure 15: Continued.
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1000 kg, which can meet the space and height requirements
of general aerial working.

3.3. Modal Analysis of Designed Aerial Working Platform. In
order to verify the stability of the mechanism, the modal
analysis of designed aerial working platform was carried
out. The linkages material was set as structural steel. The
hydraulic cylinder was thought filled with oil. ANSYS Work-
bench was used to conduct 30-order modal simulation anal-
ysis on four postures of aerial working platform. The first six
orders were not analysed because of small frequencies, uni-

form, and small deformations. The selected six modal clouds
of representative natural frequency range for every one pos-
ture are shown in Figure 15. Three hydraulic cylinders were
set to 1, 2, and 3 from bottom to top, respectively. As shown
in (a), the piston of the No. 1 hydraulic cylinder protruded
to the maximum position. The pistons of the No. 2 and
No. 3 hydraulic cylinders had no any extension. The piston
of the No. 2 hydraulic cylinder protruded to the maximum
position, and the pistons of the No. 1 and No. 3 hydraulic
cylinders had no any extension in (b). The piston of the
No. 3 hydraulic cylinder protruded to the maximum
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(d) Modal clouds of the No. 4 posture

Figure 15: Vibration cloud figures of aerial working platform.
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position, and the pistons of the No. 1 and No. 2 hydraulic
cylinders had no any extension in (c). All pistons of hydrau-
lic cylinders expanded to the maximum position as shown in
(d). It can be seen that the maximum vibration deformation
of the mechanism is generally concentrated in the slender
rods of the parallelogram structure.When the overall structure
deformation is uniform, the maximum deformation is about
5mm, which will not affect the normal operation of the plat-
form because there is no high precision requirement. When
the deformation is concentrated on slender rod, as shown in
(b5) and (d3), the deformation is close to 9mm, but the defor-
mation of other linkages is close to 1mm, which have no
impact on the working of the platform. The slender rod of
the parallelogram structure buffers the vibration at the natural
frequency. The product prototype, which met the require-
ments of engineering practice, verified the feasibility of the
modular combination comprehensive theory.

The 30-order natural frequencies and corresponding
deformation of the aerial working platform at four postures
are shown in Figure 16. The bar charts based on principal
coordinates axis represent the natural frequencies of four pos-
tures at different orders, respectively, and the broken line
charts based on subordinate axis represent the maximum
deformations of four postures at different orders, respectively.
It can be seen that the natural frequencies of the four postures
under each order are consistent and almost the same. The No.
1 posture obtained the lower deformations at 7, 12, 17, 20, and
30 orders than other three postures. The No. 2 posture
obtained the lower deformations at 3, 5, 19, 23, and 29 orders
than other three postures. The No. 3 posture obtained the
lower deformations at 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 18, 21, and 27 orders

than other three postures. The No. 4 posture obtained the
lower deformations at 1, 2, 6, 14, 15, 16, 22, 24, 25, 26, and
29 orders compared with the other three postures. It was
obtained that that No. 3 and No. 4 postures generated the
lower deformation, whose hydraulic cylinders at the top
expanded to limit position. Combined with the previous
model cloud images, the amplitude changes of corresponding
deformations are basically consistent. It is verified that the
configuration design of the whole structure is stable and feasi-
ble. Combined with corresponding components, the deforma-
tions meet the common working requirement of aerial
working platform. It is not necessary to remove the natural
frequencies from the operating frequencies.

3.4. Experimental Verification of Performance. In order to
verify the performance of the designed aerial work platform
based on the modular combination type synthesis with VRC,
the time of designed platform taken from one height to
another was compared with that of the scissor-type [30]
and mast-type [41] aerial working platforms. The results
are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 16: Frequency and deformation of aerial working platform at four postures.

Table 1: Comparison of the time spent of aerial working platforms
with the same height.

Lifting height (m)
Time (s)

Scissor type Mast type
Designed

configuration

4 8.52 6.83 5.16

5 10.31 8.22 7.21

6 12.06 10.75 9.31
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 17: Modular units of adaptive levelling platform.
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It can be seen that the spent time of the designed config-
uration scheme is the least. The aerial working platform
designed based on the proposed type synthesis has higher
operating efficiency, which is 30.77% shorter than that of
scissor type and 16.97% shorter than that of mast type.

Compared to the P(4R)-type synthesis method [42] based
on topology theory, it can be seen from the process of con-
figuration design that the type synthesis method based on
modular combination theory avoids complicated formula
derivation. The configuration design is complete by modular
combination to generate kinematic linkage under the given
function. The design process is relatively simple. It is easy
for mechanical designers.

4. Type Synthesis of Self-Adaptive
Levelling Platform

As the bottom component of aerial working platform, the
stability of the base affects the stable operation of the upper
linkage robot directly. In the case of unsatisfactory road con-
ditions on the ground, the function of adaptive levelling
platform is particularly critical. At present, the levelling sys-
tem mainly has three supports, four supports, six supports,
etc. The carrier carried by the platform plane is in a horizon-
tal state by the adjustment of the mechanical mechanism.
The design of mechanical mechanism determines the level-
ling performance directly. The mechanical structure needs
to level the plane. The open linkage solution is difficult to
achieve the purpose of levelling, so the parallel structure is
taken to complete the levelling function based on the series
kinematic units.

4.1. Type Synthesis of Self-Adaptive Levelling Platform. High
flexibility is required for plane levelling, so the modular unit
needs ball pairs. The selected modular units are shown in
Figure 17. (a) is the mechanism module for VRC. (b–d)
are the constructed subkinematic linkage modules. (b) is
PPS type. (c) is PRS type. (d) is RRS type.

The platform is configured according the selected modu-
lar units. The several combinations of modular units are
shown in Figure 18.

An equivalent ball pair was designed to meet levelling
requirements and improve the activity range of levelling
platform. As shown in Figure 19, the equivalent spherical
pair consisted of linkages connected by two axes pins, whose
ends were installed a pair of angular contact ball bearings.

From the angle of easy manufacturing and control, the
scheme of Figure 17(c) PRS was selected. The PRS kinematic
linkage was exchanged to form RPS kinematic linkage to
realize levelling better. Configuration of the self-adaptive
levelling platform is shown in Figure 20.

4.2. Modal Analysis of Designed Self-Adaptive Levelling
Platform. Based on vibration principle, the 10-order modal
analysis of the levelling platform was carried out to study
its natural vibration characteristics. As shown in Figure 21,
the 2th-10th order modal cloud diagrams were displayed
in turn from left to right and from top to bottom. The
2th-6th order natural frequencies were concentrated in
48-123Hz. It can be seen that the vibration deformation
is mainly concentrated at the upper platform in this range
of natural frequencies. The 7-10-order natural frequencies
are concentrated in 177-179Hz, and the mode shape

Figure 18: Combinations of modular units.

Figure 19: Equivalent ball pair.

Figure 20: Configuration of the self-adaptive levelling platform.
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deformation mainly concentrated on the side slender rod
of the levelling guide linkage.

The corresponding natural frequencies of 10 orders and
the maximum deformation of vibration modes at corre-
sponding frequencies are shown in Figure 22. The maximum
deformation of vibration mode at the 1, 2, 3, and 6 orders is
4.40mm. The maximum deformation of vibration mode
occurs at the edge of the upper platform under the 4- and
5-order natural frequencies, and most of the middle is

almost invisible. Although the maximum deformation of
the 7-10-order natural frequency vibration diagram is rela-
tively large, it can be found that the upper levelling platform
has no vibration deformation combined with the Figure 21.
On the whole, the vibration mode of the platform is rela-
tively stable within the natural frequency range. Combined
with the normal working environment of the adjusting plat-
form, the vibration mode occurring under the 10-order nat-
ural frequencies of the platform will not affect its work, and
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Figure 21: Vibration cloud figures of adjusting platform.
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there is no need to remove these natural frequencies during
normal operation.

4.3. Experimental Verification of Performance. The manufac-
tured levelling platform controlled the movement of electric
push rod using Arduino system. The functional test experi-
ments shown in Figure 23 were carried out. The electric
push rod was controlled movement under the slope inclined
by 20°. Levelling was obtained in different situations. The
levelling platform achieved the desired effect.

5. Conclusions

This paper studied the type synthesis theory of multilinkage
robot and proposed the modular combination type synthesis
method with virtual center of rotation. In order to verify the
feasibility of the method, the aerial working platform and self-
adaptive levelling platform were designed and manufactured
based on the proposed method. The designed aerial working
platform added virtual center of rotation achieved 360° rotating
large workspace, more compact mechanical structure, and
higher productivity than the scissor-type and mast-type aerial
working platforms. The designed adaptive levelling platform
was tested at different inclinations. It could ensure the levelling
of the upper surface. The study enriched and improved the the-
ory of construction machinery synthesis. It provided a new idea
for configuration design of multilinkage robot.
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